Biodegradation of polyurethane derived from castor oil
One of the polymers that has been used most frequently in recent years in many kinds of industries, is polyurethane foam. Polyurethanes (PU) were developed by Otto Bayer in 1937, and became a fantastic success story that is now a billion dollar business today. The market for PU’s, started in the 30 seconds, reached 8.5 million tons of annual consumption by 2000, and is expected to reach 9.5 million tons in 2002, and 10.8 million tons in 2004. Nowadays, PUs are the sixth most sold plastic in the world at about 6% of the market[4]. These foams are generally produced from petroleum derivatives, which are non-renewable raw materials that further generate non-biodegradable products.

After years of polyurethane production, studies have now begun to research its susceptibility to biodegradation. Darby & Kaplan[5] were the first to report degradation of PUs by fungi and their results indicated that polyester-type PUs were more biodegradable than polyether-type PUs. Since then, a great number of fungi and bacteria have been isolated and identified for their capacity to degrade polyether type PUs.

Huang et al.[6] synthesized polyurethanes derived from the poly-caprolactone diol, in an attempt to produce a PU for medical applications. During this research study, various PUs containing various sizes of polyester units were synthesized. These polymers were submitted to biodegradation by axion enzymes and two species of fungi. The enzyme and fungi degraded the PUs, and the most notable result was the greater biodegradation in PUs with longer polyester chains.

Abstract: The aim of this research was to study the biodegradation of a polymer derived from castor oil, which is a renewable, natural material that is a practical alternative for the replacement of traditional polyurethane foams. Due to its molecular structure, which contains polyester segments derived from vegetable oil, the polymeric surface is susceptible to microorganism attack. This study tested the biological degrading agent that was in contact with the microorganisms resulting from microbiological grease degrading agents, when foam was inoculated. Solid-media agar-plate tests were conducted for their potential to evaluate the biodegradation of polymeric particles by specific strains of microorganisms during 216 hours. The growth rate was defined. This technique provides a way of distinguishing the degradation abilities of microorganisms from the degradability of materials.
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Nakajima-Kambe et al.\textsuperscript{[7]} isolated and characterized the bacteria \textit{Comamonas acidovorans}, which utilizes polyester polyurethane as its only source of carbon and nitrogen. What stands out in this study is the fact that the bacteria did not degrade polyester-type PU. The authors also stated that the possible products of degradation would be adipic acid and diethylene glycol.

El-Sayed et al.\textsuperscript{[8]} tested the growth of various species of bacteria in PU-based paint for military aircraft. The researchers isolated \textit{Acinetobacter calcoaceticus}, two species of \textit{Pseudomonas}, \textit{Pseudomonas cepacia}, and \textit{Arthrobacter globiformis}. In addition to this, the U.S. Navy supplied the following strains of microorganisms: \textit{A. calcoaceticus}, \textit{Pseudomonas aeruginosa} and \textit{Pseudomonas putida}. With the exception of \textit{Pseudomonas cepacia}, all the microorganisms were capable of degrading polyurethane paint by utilizing it as its only source of carbon and energy.

Kim & Kim\textsuperscript{[9]} investigated the biodegradation of diverse polyester type polyurethanes of different chemical structures. The stages of biodegradation were identified by two techniques: hydrolysis in NaOH solution and enzymatic degradation by lipase and composting. The authors concluded from the results that the rate of biodegradation increased in accordance with the diisocyanates utilized: MDI < H\textsubscript{2}MDI < HDI. The PU composed of aliphatic diisocyanates demonstrated a greater rate of biodegradation than the PU composed of aromatic diisocyanates. When the polyol used was polyhexamethylene adipate diol of polycaprolactone diol, the polyurethane obtained a higher rate of biodegradation in the composting condition.

Nakajima-Kambe et al.\textsuperscript{[10]} conducted a study of the metabolites produced from the degradation of polyester PU by the microorganism \textit{Comamonas acidovorans}. Analysis of gaseous chromatography and mass spectrometry revealed the presence of diethylene glycol, trimethylpropane and adipic acid among the metabolites. In the author’s analysis, these metabolites were derived from the polyester segments of PU; the result of hydrolytic separation of the ester chains. Another metabolite which appears in the spectrum band is 2,4 dianisotoluene, considered to be derived from the polyisocyanate segments of PU.

Akutsu et al.\textsuperscript{[11]} utilized a polyurethane degradation enzyme, a PU esterase, derived from \textit{Comamonas acidovorans} TB-35. This enzyme degraded solid polyester PU, obtaining the metabolites diethylene glycol and adipic acid. The results obtained in this study indicate that the PU esterase enzyme degraded the PU in two stages: hydrophobic adsorption on the surface of the PU and hydrolysis of ester chains.

Howard & Blake\textsuperscript{[12]} studied the growth of \textit{Pseudomonas fluorescens} in PU polyester, during the purification and characterization of the enzyme polyurethane protease.

Santos et al.\textsuperscript{[13]} studied the biodegradation of polyurethane foam derived from castor oil. Thermogravimetry was utilized to study the behavior of this foam when inoculated with microorganisms present in leachate, in a biological degradation agent of grease and oils and in \textit{Aspergillus niger} culture. The thermogravimetric curves confirmed biodegradation of the foam, showing variations in thermal behavior in the samples inoculated with microorganisms. The authors concluded that because this PU was of vegetable origin, the probable biodegradation mechanism was related to the process of fats degradation.

The Analytic Chemistry and Technology of Polymers Group from USP-São Carlos has developed a different kind of foam, made from castor oil, which is a raw material that is renewable and of natural origin: castor oil is a triglyceride derived from ricinoleic acid (Figure 1) and it is obtained from the seed of the plant “\textit{Ricinus Communis}”, which is found in tropical and subtropical places (abundant in Brazil). This foam is a practical alternative to traditional PUs\textsuperscript{[14]}.

Due to the presence of ricinoleic acid, castor oil possesses singular chemical characteristics in comparison to the majority of vegetable oils. Ricinoleic acid presents the peculiarity of being one of the few acids whose natural chemical structure possesses three highly reactive functional groups: the hydroxyl group in the 12th carbon, unsaturation in the 9th carbon and the carbonyl group in the 1st carbon. Polyester polyol, the raw material for the synthesis of polyurethanes can be obtained from ricinoleic acid.

The aim of this research was to study the biodegradation of this foam by using microorganism cultures, originating from biological agents that are able to degrade grease. The biodegradation process of the foam was analyzed through solid media agar-plate tests, where the occurrence of clear zones in turbid plates indicates the degradation of polymer particles surrounding the colonies.

\section*{Materials and Methods}

Microorganisms: The microorganisms used in the tests were taken from a commercially available biological agent used for the degradation of greases, produced by Biobac Biotecnologia Indústria e Comércio Ltda., as follows:

- 	extit{Aspergillus} sp., species not yet identified, named FUN1;
- 	extit{Aspergillus} sp., species not yet identified, named FUN5; and
- \textit{Chryseobacterium meningosepticum}, named BAC1.

In the Literature, it is common to encounter studies where the microorganisms of the genus \textit{Aspergillus} are utilized in the biodegradation of organic compounds. Ueta et al.\textsuperscript{[15]} utilized \textit{Aspergillus fumigatus} in biodegradation tests of the
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\caption{Structure of ricinoleic acid triglyceride.}
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herbicide atrazine. Pereira & Lemos\textsuperscript{16} utilized \textit{Aspergillus versicolour} in a study of the biodegradation of soils impacted by petroleum spills, seeking to increase the scale of static bioreactors. Silva et al.\textsuperscript{17} developed a biodegradation study of agricultural residues as an alternative to reduce environmental risks in the semi-arid region of Sergipe, utilizing \textit{Aspergillus terreus}, \textit{Aspergillus oryzae} and \textit{Aspergillus niger} microorganisms. Rosa et al.\textsuperscript{18} studied the biodegradability of PCL and PHB in a fungi pool which included \textit{Aspergillus niger}.

In the case of bacteria, the recent work of Lors et al.\textsuperscript{19} that utilized a “pool” de microorganisms, including bacteria of the genus \textit{Chryseobacterium}, in the biodegradation of aromatic Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons can be cited.

Isolation of microorganisms: The microorganisms were cultivated in a 30 °C plate, being the fungus in a Saboraud solid-media, with the following composition (per liter): dextrose, 40 g; agar, 17 g; the bacteria were cultivated in an agar nutrient media, with the following composition (per liter): meat extract, 3 g; peptone, 5 g; agar, 17 g. Plates with isolated colonies of the cited microorganisms in their respective agar cultures are shown in Figure 2.

A method of surface sowing, with the help of a Drigalski handle, was used. In this technique, a diluted drop of the sample is placed on the surface of the agar, and spread over the surface using an inoculating hook. The objective is to decrease the microbe population so that there will be enough space between the individual cells so that the individual cells will produce a colony that is not in contact with the other colonies. To isolate a pure culture, an individual colony is transferred from the medium to a test tube. After isolation, the microorganism should be in a pure culture where all the cells in the population should be identical in the sense that they originated from the same parent cell\textsuperscript{20}.

The identification of the microorganisms was made by the staff of Prof. Dr. Carlos Henrique G. Martins, of the Laboratory of Microbiological Research at UNIFRAN (University of Franca). According to the laboratory report, these microorganisms are not pathogenic.

Clear-zone test: The halo zone technique has been used in various studies on biodegradation of polymers. This technique consists of the utilization of plates with a solid agar medium which makes it possible to evaluate the biodegradation of polymers of specific strains of microorganisms, because the activity of the enzymes produced permits the visualization of transparent halos. The halos formed are distinct, circular and reproducible, indicating the degradation of polymer particles surrounding the microorganism colonies. In the present study, the halo zone technique was utilized for the following objectives:

- To prove that polyurethane foam obtained from vegetable oils is biodegradable; and
- To identify which of the microorganisms extracted from the biological agent Bacgor, are capable of promoting degradation of polyurethane foam.

Figure 2. Plates with isolated colonies: a) FUN1: \textit{Aspergillus} sp.; b) FUN5: \textit{Aspergillus} sp.; and c) BAC1: \textit{Chryseobacterium meningosepticum}.
Ground polymer samples were mixed with culture medium in liquid state to form, after cooling, a solid medium. The inoculation was made at two points in the medium by point technique and the duration of the experiment was 216 hours.

This method was chosen because it offered a measurable quantitative criteria as well as being relatively fast and inexpensive. The transparent halo zones did not necessarily indicate complete utilization of the compound, just the possible breaking of the polymeric chain as a decisive stage of degradation.

Augusta et al. [21], studied the biodegradation of poly (3-Hydroxyalkanoates), concluding that the formation of halo zones and therefore, the biodegradation of polymer particles, depended certain requirements. The microorganisms should excrete enzymes that, when mixed into the medium, would interact with the polymer. Aside from this, the rate of the zone of growth \( \mu \) depends on the quantity of enzymes produced by the microorganisms as well as the activity of these enzymes. Thus, the halo zone technique makes it possible to accompany the ability of each microorganism to degrade polymers as well as the degradation of the materials.

Foster et al. [22] utilized the halo zone technique in a quantitative form in that the degradation was expressed in terms of loss of polymer mass over time. This technique was utilized to investigate an extracellular depolymerase of Pseudomonas maculicola.

According to Pranamuda & Tokiwa [23], who conducted studies on the degradability of plastics containing PLA (poly L-lactide acid), the formation of a halo surrounding the colony indicates the solubility of the polymers by the secreted enzymes.

Solid-media for clear-zone tests: For tests with bacteria, a mineral salt media with the following composition was used (per liter): \( \text{KH}_2\text{PO}_4, 0.7 \text{ g; K}_2\text{HPO}_4, 0.7 \text{ g; MgSO}_4\cdot_7\text{H}_2\text{O, 0.7 g; NH}_4\text{NO}_3, 1.0 \text{ g; NaCl, 0.005 g; FeSO}_4\cdot_7\text{H}_2\text{O, 0.002 g; ZnSO}_4\cdot_7\text{H}_2\text{O, 0.002 g; MnSO}_4, 0.001 \text{ g; agar, 20 g; polymer, 6 g. The pH was adjusted to 7.0 at 25 °C. For tests with fun}

Polymeric material: For this research, a natural polyurethane foam derived from castor oil, produced by the Group of Analytic Chemistry and Technology of Polymers from USP-São Carlos and also synthetic commercial foam, produced by Indústria e Comércio Santa Maria Ltda. Figure 3 shows a synthesis of polyurethane foam: the mixture of re-
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**Figure 3.** Sages of polyurethane synthesis: a) polyol and pre-polymer; b) during mixing; c) beginning of foam formation; and d) completed foam product.
agents with the reaction of the formation of polyurethane, which rises due to the gas released by the reactive medium.

Preparation of the plates: The plates were prepared with solid-media for tests with clear-zones mentioned above. The poly-urethane foams were transformed in powder by using emery, and autoclaved with the media. Thus, the polymer becomes the only source of carbon in the life cycle of the microorganisms. Inoculation of the plates was carried out by plate puncturing.

Measurement: The radius of the zone and degradation was measured each 24 hours, and the numbers used in the graphic were the mean of the results of four different samples. The superficial area of the zone is similar to the area of a circumference with a radium r. The hypothesis for the production of the zone growing modeling is the following: the growth of the halos maintain a uniform radius throughout the theta (θ) for each time interval:

\[ drr \]

The growing zone rate \( (\mu_A) \) is defined as a variation of the clear-zone area \( (A) \), time \( (t) \) and area \( \pi r^2 \):

\[ \mu_A = \frac{dA}{dt} = \frac{2\pi r dr}{dt} \]

(1)

The growing rates reach a maximum area in a minimum period of time when the second derivative is equal to zero:

\[ \mu_A \rightarrow \mu_{\text{max}} \text{ where } \frac{dA^2}{dt^2} = 0 \]

(2)

We approximated the first derivative with rates of the differ-ences (\( \Delta \)), and considered the maximum inclination of the curves:

\[ \mu_A = \frac{dA}{dt} \equiv \frac{\Delta A}{\Delta t} \text{ and } \mu_{\text{max}} = \frac{A_{2} - A_{1}}{t_2 - t_1} \]

(3)

The time limits considered were: \( t_1 = 96 \) hours and \( t_2 = 120 \) hours; in the corresponding curves there was a steep-er inclination of the curves.

Results and Discussions

The experiments were made by using different polymers and different microorganisms. Thus, we could observe differ-ent properties concerning the degradation of a polymer made from a natural product in relation to a synthetic polymer, as the microorganism degradation differed in accordance with the different degradation factors of the polymers. The results are shown in Figure 4.

Note that as time passes, the halo increases until approxi-mately 168 hours, when stabilization begins to occur. This stabilization must be related to the decrease in a determinate organic function of the foam that the microorganism can eas-ily consume.[21]

After 24 hours, the capacity each microorganism has to degrade foam can be distinguished because of the significant changes in the inclination of the curve. The microorganisms FUN5 presents maximum degradation in comparison to BAC1 and FUN1. In the case of FUN1, a smaller halo is presented and stabilizes after 96 hours. Aside from this, the rates of halo growth presented in Table 1 show that PU-vegetable foam presented a higher rate of biodegradation than petroleum PU foam, because the time interval is between 96 to 120 hours, at which the curves present their steepest angles.

Observing the values of \( \mu_{\text{max}} \) in Table 1, the microorgan-ism FUN5 presents the best results, followed by BAC1. In the case of FUN1, as this presents a stable halo within the time interval studies, the value of the growth rate is equal to zero for both vegetable PU and petroleum PU, which makes both curves trace the same line.

Conclusions

Polyurethane foam of vegetable origin undergoes biodegra-dation in the presence of microorganisms through the biological agents supplied by Biobac Biotecnologia Indústria e Comércio Ltda., utilized for the degradation of grease. Due to its vegetable origin, the probable biodegradation mechanism for this PU foam would be related to the same degradation process as fats.

The same experiments were conducted with petroleum PU foam, produced commercially as sponges for household cleaning and mattresses, among other uses. In the tests con-
ducted, this foam presented a biodegradation response that was inferior to that presented by foam of vegetable origin.

Utilizing the same microorganisms cited in a study by Cangemi et al.[24] accompanied the biodegradation process of polyurethane foams utilizing the techniques of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), thermogravimetry (TG) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy with an accessory for attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR). The results suggest that the degradation of polyurethane derived from castor oil occurs. TG curves are used in order to indicate the biodegradation, showing changes between the thermal behavior of the samples that were inoculated with microorganisms and the control samples. In the FTIR-ATR spectra, there are detectable changes between the spectra of control and attacked specimens; this suggests that degradation occurs at the decreased intensity of the absorption band at 1042 cm⁻¹, corresponding to the esters links.

It is important to note that the chemical structure of foam derived from castor oil becomes susceptible to microorganism attack and can be considered a polymer with biodegradable characteristics, which is not the case for petroleum PU foam. Hopefully, this study has been another step in advancement of biodegradable plastics that may allow us to live more harmoniously with our environment in the future.
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